DAYS OF OUR LIVES #264

MAIL-call - PRESERVING FORGOTTEN MEMORIES
Your memoirs are most welcome to the ASA Turkey DAYS OF OUR LIVES and is an
effort on my part to preserve the stories and memories of Army Security Agency
veterans who served in TURKEY during the COLD WAR.
I try my best to think out every word in crafting the monthly DOOL’s. It’s a tough job and is
very time consuming and with that said – I’d appreciate your feedback.
But I can, with certainty state that MOST will read the monthly DOOL – and say that was
very interesting or that you remember that VET or incident and walk away with information
that would have added to any particular entry.
I do not know for certain how many receive the DOOL each month, but Chuck Bergmann
informs that he sends the monthly DOOL out to about 425 emails and a countless number
rely on the website at http://dool-1.tripod.com for the DOOL news. I want to remind all that
Bill Simons maintains the website and that he (Det 4) and Mark Hamilton (Det 27) were the
pathfinders.

Chuck Bergmann just sent the below listed statistics that I’m including below FYI. There are a
few that are still forwarding my email to others. Not sure who and how many there are that are
still doing that. But for those that are doing it - Thanks for Help.
In all cases here I send about 400 to 425 emails each month.
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Now this gives you some idea of how my emails I send out and how many of them open the
DOOL and read it each month. I have not cleaned up the list for some time now and I will
probably get around to doing that before the end of the year. It looks like the average is about
300 of the 400 I send out actually read it. Now you have to remember that this is not super
accurate, but I can say that it is within about plus or minus 5 on the those that read it. I have
also found that there are some that only read the DOOL about once every 3 or 4 months. I do
get emails from some of the vet’s if they don’t get there DOOL by the 4 or 5th of the month
wanting to know where it is. So those that read it are real Diehards about getting the DOOL on
time. I get about 1 or 3 emails a month from some of those who cannot open the file. Not
much I can do for them. The other 300 or so seem not to have any problem. In most cases the
Adobe PDF software on their computer is outdated and cannot read the new PDF format or
they are using a Mac computer and for some reason their Mac is not letting them open it. If
they let me know I can always send them an attachment which seems to work for
them. Remember these are large files and you have to have a computer with a lot of memory
and speed. Chuck Bergmann, 440-871-1141.
Thanks Chuck. - I believe that it’s obligatory on each of us ASA Turkey VETS to
unequivocally get involved and work jointly to insure that the ASA Turkey group continues
unwavering and that the term ASA Turkey veteran does not fade away like the Army
Security Agency has since 1976.
Let’s all make a pledge to start participating in the reunions and adding to the stories that
others have remembered. Patty and I feel that we’ve given the ASA Turkey group all that
we can and it’s time for others to step up with new ideas and energy. Thanks for listening,
and we again invite you vet’s to share your thoughts with us. The Greek philosopher
DIOGENES said “We have two ears and only one tongue so that we would listen more and
talk less.” Sincerely, Elder RC and Patty Green, asagreenhornet@comcast.net
THE 2014 ASA TURKEY REUNION WAS A SUCCESSFUL EVENT AND THE AFTER
REUNION REPORT AND PHOTO’S WILL BE INCLUDED IN DOOL#265. Herein you will
find a few photo’s scattered within the DOOL.. The first shows Luther & Edna Jones from
Sunset Beach, NC posing with the reunion cake.

There were VETS present from 20 states.
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At the reunion the future of the ASA Turkey reunions was discussed in detail. We discussed
some of the finer points of running the reunions and made it known that I will continue to be
involved in the planning of reunions, but our days of hosting the reunions are ending
because we are simply tired
We need others to get dedicated to the annual reunions and become involved with hosting
reunions. This isn’t a knee-jerk reaction on our part as we mentioned above.
There isn’t too many ASA units having reunions or newsletters and the size of those
activities are dwindling. We simply cannot sit idly by and let this happen to the ASA Turkey
Group. My goal is to preserve the ASA Turkey reunions and the DOOL by establishing
back-up leadership
PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SURVEY AND RETURN IT TO ME BY RIGHT CLICKING AND
HI-LITE THE WHOLE SURVEY WITH YOUR ANSWERS INCLUDED AND THEN RIGHT
CLICK AGAIN AND CLICK COPY AMD THEN PASTE INTO AN EMAIL TO
asagreenhornet@comcast.net.
1. Have you ever attended an ASA Turkey reunion? (Y/N)
2. If so, where and when did you attend?
3. Do you plan to attend the 2015 reunion? (Y/N)
4. Where would you like for the 2015 reunion to be held? Please indicate your choice
by placing numbers 1 thru 7 beside the letters.
A. Milwaukee, WI., hosted by Gene & Kathy Schnagl
B. Charleston, SC., hosted by Luther & Edna Jones and Ed McCants
C. Pigeon Forge, TN hosted by Walt Haase
D. Columbus, GA
E. Monassis, VA., possibly hosted by Sonny Ausbrooks
F. Orlando, FL., hosted by Bill Bender
G. Altoona, PA., hosted by Elder & Patty Green

5. Would you volunteer to host a ASA Turkey reunion? Y/N
6. If yes, where?
7. How important is it to have a visit to a show or restaurant at the reunions?
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Surprise, surprise – finally we find that a Bonnie does exist
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Hank Rotzal brought his impressive DJ gear to the reunion and was able to play
any tune or song that was requested. Hank truly is an expert DJ.

Sonny & Elaine Ausbrooks from from Vienna, VA. Sonny sent me a disk with
121 photo’s on it.
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Carlos and Frankie Hunt. They travelled by car 1344 miles to attend the reunion.
After the reunion Carlos gave me a disk with 127 photo’s thereon.

Tom Lazzaro, 058, Det 27 and Bill Bender, 05K, Det 4-4
After the reunion Tom gave me a disk with 82 photo’s on it. Bill informs that he
would like to host a reunion in Orlando, Fl
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Above is 12 of the 38 people who attended the Sight & Sound Theatre at Strasburg, PA
and enjoyed the greatest Biblical epic of the Old Testament – MOSES. There were 3
no-shows and we could not get a refund or sell the 3 tickets
L-R: Carlos & Frankie Hunt, Elder & Patty Green, Gene & Kathy Schnagl, Edna Jones,
Tom Lazzaro, Joan and Chuck Malsch, Norene & Ozzie Osswald
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The Thursday meal at Dienner’s Country Restaurant in Lancaster proved that
my prediction in DOOL #263 that those attending this Amish restaurant would
leave wishing they had a Dienner’s Country Restaurant near them. Everyone
ranted and raved about this Amish restaurant.
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THE 2014 ASA TURKEY REUNION VETS
Front row: Ted Rasmussen, 058, Det 27; Luther Jones, 058, Det 27; Bill Pruitt, 76Y, Det
4; Walt Haase, 98C, Det 4-4; Carlos Hunt, 058, Det 4; 2nd Row: Hank Rotzal, 059, Det
27; Gene Schnagl, 98J, Det 4, Jack O’brien, 988RU, Det 4; Ed McCants, 98C, Det 4 &
Det 4-4; Wayne Ervin, 98C, Det 4-4; Herb Hollowell, 058, Det 4; Bam Peterson, F&AO,
Det 27; Arnold Steffen, 283, Det 4; Wayne Rupp, 05D, Det 4; Ozzie Oswald, 98J, Det 4;
Sonny Ausbrooks, 059, Det 4; Chuck Malsch, 099RU, Det 4; Darrell Large, Det 4-2,
Max Putter, 059, Det 27, Elder Green, 98C, Det 27, Det 4-4 & Det 120; Lee Post, 98C,
Det 4-4; Back Row: Barry Wenger, 058, Det 27; Paul Aspinwall, Det 4; Frank
Siebenaler, 058, Det 27; John Owen, 98J, Det 4; Tom Lazzaro, 058, Det 27 and Ron
Lenzner, 058, Det 4-4.
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Det 27 vets: Hank Rotzal, Ted Rasmussen, Tom Lazzaro, Luther Jones, Elder Green,
Max Putter, Frank Siebenaler, Bam Peterson & Barry Wenger. Missing Tony Antonello

Det 4-4 vet’s with their wives
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Det 4 vet’s with their wives

Det 27 vet’s with their wives
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THE GETTYSBURG TOUR REPORT by Wayne Ervin, Det 4-4

Wayne Ervin
On Friday morning the 19th, seventeen members of the ASA reunion car pooled over to
the Gettysburg National Battlefield Park. For some it was their first time and for others,
like myself , it was an opportunity to witness the changes that have occurred. Afterall,
when I was there as a college student in 1966 they did not have over fourteen hundred
memorials and statues on the battlefield.
Those car pooling as a group were Gene & Kathy Schnagel; Walt Haase, Herb
Hollowell and his friend Tripp Goolsby; Eddie and Annegell McCants, Kay Ervin and
myself; Chuck and Joan Malsch; Arnold and Janet Steffen; Frank and Judy Siebenaler;
and Jack & Kay Obrien (questionable). All paid for a combined ticket of $ 11.50 (senior
and military discount) for a film on the battle, the cyclorama and tour through the large
museum inside the Visitor center.
The film regarding the Battle of Gettysburg gave a brief background to the causes of the
Civil War or as known south of the Mason-Dixon line, the War Between the States. It
was narrated by the famous actor Morgan Freeman who related mainly the role of
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slavery in creating the war that caused the deaths of between 633,000 to 700,000
soldiers.
Unfortunately there was no mention of economic differences, states rights and
fanaticism on both sides. The film itself was somewhat brief and did not explain as
much on the battle in Gettysburg as expected but gave an overall explanation for most.
Next we were taken upstairs to the Gettysburg Cyclorama where artists had drawn a
beautiful panorama of the third day of the battle(July 3, 1863) titled “Gen. George
Pickett’s Charge.” The drama of the day was greatly illustrated in many scenes of the
attacks by General Robert E. Lee’s 2nd and 3rd Corps charging the Army of the
Potomac at the angle and copse of trees in the center of the Union line. Only one
hundred fifty of the Confederates (Georgians and North Carolinians) made it to Union
lines on Cemetery Hill. The episode was named the “High Water Mark of the
Confederate” because the remaining two years of the War of the Rebellion or the War of
Northern Aggression forced Lee and his Army of Northern Virginia to go on the
defensive and mainly attempting to protect Richmond, VA or the Southern capital.
A few of us were most struck by the brevity of the the Gettysburg Cyclorama’s narration
with very little detail although there was so much displayed in the artistic work available
to the public. Having been to the Atlanta Cyclorama which explains the Battle of Atlanta
in 1864, we found the Gettysburg product a little lacking in its total package. Yet, to
meet such a standard would have meant that the Gettysburg Park Service would have
had to produce three days of the battle which would have been so costly and an
extraordinary artistic task.
Upon completion, we went downstairs to the museum which offered a glimpse at human
cost of the three day battle with casualty numbers for all the states that were involved.
When the battle was completed both the North and South combined lost over 51, 000
casualties (killed, wounded & captured). There were many displays that explained the
war’s beginning & demonstrated the battles leading up to the summer of 1863 when the
Gettysburg Campaign began when the Southern Army left Virginia in hopes of obtaining
supplies; forcing the Union forces to leave the battle contested state of Virginia; &
gambling a victory in Pennsylvania might shorten the war by intensifying the antiwar
Copperhead & opponents of President Lincoln.
Most of the group went into Gettysburg for lunch and some quick sightseeing. The
Ervins and the McCants went to the Blue and Gray Bar & Grill and were tickled by the
burger menu which named hamburgers and hot dogs after the different generals who
had participated in the battle where the cannonade had been heard all the way in
Pittsburgh some 120 miles northwest.
As we returned to the battlefield we began car pooling NW of town of Gettysburg where
the battle erupted on the morning of July 1st, 1863 . Here you followed the skirmish line
of the Northern & Southern armies who accidentally bumped into each setting off a
battle that tested the mettle of a Union commander (Gen. George Meade) who had only
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been appointed leader of the Army of Potomac as little as three days earlier on June
28th.
There were sixteen sites along the car pool roads that took you to all the places where
the three day battle unfolded. Along the ride the many units & regiments who were
involved in the battle were marked and memorials were made to their bravery that day
with state monuments that included everything to the individual soldier who fired the first
shot, to the dog who waited on the battlefield on the 1st day where the men of the Irish
Brigade had fallen in trying to repel Confederates attacks. The largest & most beautiful
monument was the Pennsylvania one which contained names of the generals and
leaders of their state who had engaged he Confederacy & contained Lee’s invasion of
their native state.
Our car along with one or two more tried to find access to Devil’s Den that was a pivotal
location on the 2nd day of the battle where Longstreet’s men tried to dislodge Union
soldiers on Little Round Top. One particular stop on the drive of the battlefield was Little
Round Top where the 20th Maine under Joshua Chamberlain had fought hand to hand
with bayonets with Georgians and others in attempt to keep the South from seizing the
high ground & possible victory. The crest of the hill is open to the public & provided a
great view of Seminary Ridge, Devil’s Den & the Peach Orchard which were the
objectives of both sides on the bloody second day.
Because traffic was so horrendous last year at the 150th anniversary of the battle the
Park Service removed two lane access and made the entire tour a one way which kept
us from finding the road to Devil’s Den. We tried three times & continually met “do not
enter & “wrong way” road signs stymying our hopes to park near the famous rocks.

After witnessing the copse of trees & the angle where the North won the battle with their
valiant stand ,we drove around the northeastern sector of the battle where attacks were
made on the 2nd & 3rd day at Culp’s Hill. Sadly Pvt. Wesley Culp, a PA. native who
fought for the state of Virginia, was killed on Culp’s Hill or near a barn on the 3rd day
which was still owned by his uncle. Then we left the battlefield and cooled ourselves
with a cool stop at Friendly’s ice cream restaurant relishing our visit to Adams County
and battlefield where the war saw the South lose a hard fought battle at Gettysburg, PA.
The next evening Lee’s army will begin their strategic retreat south to Virginia unaware
that the city of Vicksburg, MS had fallen to General Grant’s Army bringing immese
happiness to Lincoln and the Union cause.
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Above is Max Putter wearing the latest jacket and hat that he made and will sell to those
who call him at 609-823-2545 or send email to nashswim@aol.com. The hat matches
the jacket which has a hood attachment. This would make a good Christmas gift – so
think it over and then contact Max for the prices. Etc.
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1SG Elder RC Green, Berlin, Germany
Above photo was taken in 1972 at Andrews Kaserne near the Company “A” barracks
where I was the First Sergeant. I drove this modified VW weekly at the Friendship Race
Track and still have many trophies that are now dust collectors. Bobby Dance and Ron
Morgan were members of the Aardvark/Beagle Racing Team that I remember.

The Editor: GREEN, Elder RC (gH & Al) & Patty Green, YOB: 1936, RA13513638, E7,
982/98C, Det 27, 1-15MY61, Det 120, MY-JL65, Det 27, JN66-OC67 & Det 4-4, OC67NO68, (Patty), 3094 Warren Rd., Indiana, PA 15701, 724-471-4899,
asagreenhornet@comcast.net

TAPS
CISLER, Robert L., DOB: 15AP1940 DOD: 19OC1998, 58y, E7, 98C, Det 4-4,
Received the following info on Bob Cisler from Lee Post. The info is from two sources.
Both sources agree, and I saw Bob in 1987 at Kunia, Hawaii, and he was a Sergeant
Major at that time. I am reasonably confident that the information below is correct.
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Department of Veterans Affairs (Veteran Cemetary Locator)
CISLER, ROBERT L
SGM US ARMY
VIETNAM
DATE OF BIRTH: 04/15/1940
DATE OF DEATH: 10/19/1998
BURIED AT: SECTION 320 SITE 1319
FLORIDA NATIONAL CEMETERY
6502 SW. 102ND AVE. BUSHNELL, FL 33513
(352) 793-7740
Department of the Army (Deceased Retirees)
Name: Robert Cisler
Gender: Male
Birth Date: 15 Apr 1940
Death Date: 19 Oct 1998
SSN: 022309220
Branch 1: ARMY
Enlistment Date 1: 29 Jan 1960
Release Date 1: 31 Jan 1988
DIRKX, Gerard M. DOB: 24JN1925 DOD: 3JL2013, 88y, CPT, Ops O., Det 4, 60-61, (Diane),
1 Vista Loma, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, 760-321-4312, gmddi@att.net
189pix,202pix,223pix & 239
Gerard M. Dirkx, longtime Rancho Mirage resident, retired U.S. Army Colonel, and
President of Dirkx Direct International, passed away peacefully 3 July 2013. He was 88
years old. Gerard was born in 1925 to Dutch immigrant parents, Adrian and Johanna
(Roozen) Dirkx in Harrison, WI. After Johanna's death in 1927, Gerard lived eight years
in St. Joseph's Orphan Home in Superior, WI. Gerard served five years in the U.S. Navy
during WWII. He then enlisted in the U.S. Army as Counter Intelligence Special Agent
and was sent to OCS. He married Lydia Olga Marhula on 22 April 1949. Together they
traveled the world and reared four children. They divorced in 1976. Gerard rose to the
rank of Colonel, serving with distinction in the Army Security Agency in such locations
as Japan, Hawaii, Germany, Sinop, Turkey and Viet Nam. He retired in 1973. Gerard
had a second 30 year career in direct marketing, developing mail order branches of
major department stores such as Macy's New York & I. Magnin in San Francisco.
In 1977 he married Diane Marlin in Cushing, MN. In 1985, Gerard started his own
consulting firm, Dirkx Direct International, and he & Diane moved to Rancho Mirage,
Calif. In Rancho Mirage, Gerard was on the board of the Public Library, volunteered at
the Pegasus Riding Academy for the Handicapped, and he and Diane were pleased to
be charitable supporters of Fashion Group International. He is survived by his wife,
Diane Marlin-Dirkx, Rancho Mirage; four children, Mary Dirkx Jorn, Lawrence, Kan.;
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Gerard M. Dirkx, Jr., Plano, TX; Steven M. Dirkx, Dallas, TX; Christopher A. Dirkx,
Austin, TX; a brother, Peter A. Dirkx, Mankato, MN.; six grandchildren and four great
grandchildren. No services will be held. To benefit future generations the family has
chosen body donation to Research for Life, a member of the American Medical
Education & Research Association (AMERA).

CPT Gerard Dirkx, July 1961 at Det 4 Officers Club

DOOL#107, dtd 7MR2003: DIRKX, Gerard M., (Geronimo), DOB: 24JN25, CPT, Ops O, Det 4, 60-61,
(Diane), 1 Vista Loma, Rancho Mirage, CA., 92270, 760-321-4312, gmddi@att.net . Finally located
Colonel Dirkx on 6 March 2003. Most vet's thought his first name was Gerald, but its Gerard. Spent 30
years in the US Army and has some fond memories of his Tour of Duty at Det 4 in Sinop. Retired from the
military as a Full Colonel and was an exec with a mail order outfit in Dallas, TX. Moved to California in
1989 and has a consulting business that keeps him busy. In fact, at age 77 he travels to Japan every
other month. He told me that with the exception of Burt Slessinger, I was the first one to contact him
about his time spent on the hill called Sinop. A friend of his at Det 4 was CPT Donald S. Aines who was
the Adjutant and XO in 60-61. Both were at Sinop on 17 May 1961 when the RIOT took place.
Harold (Winky) Winkler served at Det 4 and remembers both Aines & Dirkx and
considers both as excellent leaders. Both retired as Colonels.
For additional info – see DOOL’s 107, 189, 202 & 239.
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In the above 1961 photo Cpt Aines is 3rd from the left standing and Cpt Dirkx is next to
him holding a can of soda,

MAIL call
ASPER, Rick, 1LT, S-2, Det 4, 66-67, Ft Lauderdale, FL
ERVIN, Wayne, E5, 98C, Det 4-4, JA70-JL71, Brunswick, GA
KREMZIER, Rich, ex-ASA, Frederick, MD
LENZNER, Ron, E4, 05H, Det 4-4, 68-69, Havre de Grace, MD
MOON, Jerry L., E5, 98C, Det 4-4, Corpus Christie, TX
OSSWALD, Buzz (Ozzie), E5, 98J, Det 4, FE64-JN65, Hudson, NY
PETERSON, Bam, E5, F&AO, Det 27, 63-65, Barron, WI
SLICKERS, Ky E3-E4, 98C20, Det 4-4, 70-71 Sun City West, AZ
WHITMAN, Ken, E3-E5-E4, 058, TK#4, Det 27, 62-64, Rehoboth Beach, DE

MAIL call in alphabetical order
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ASPER, Rick, 1LT, S-2, Det 4, 66-67, (Carol), 1485 NE 57th Ct., Ft Lauderdale, FL 33334,
954-491-0855, ricka@aviation-professionals.com

Dear Elder & Mack, - Carol and I are so very saddened to have to cancel our
attendance at the ASA Turkey reunion in York, PA. An unavoidable client emergency
is taking me to London. I’m very sorry about the last-minute notice. To the extent that
any of my pre-payment is refundable please apply that credit to the provisioning for the
hospitality room. We truly hope to see you all in 2015.

ERVIN, Wayne R., YOB: 1945, E5, 98C, Det 4-4, JA70-JL71, (Kaye), 165 Highland
Park Cir., Brunswick, GA 31523, 912-264-9403, daddyerv@comcast.net
Elder, - Jack Obrien was at our meeting on Thursday evening in the hospitality room but
I cannot remember for sure if he went to the battlefield on his own.
Columbus, GA is on the Alabama border next Phoenix City, AL across the river. I am on
the GA coast halfway between Savannah and Jacksonville, FL. They have a Ironclad
museum in Columbus now.
Thanks for the kind words about the Gettysburg report. We all appreciate the work you
did making the York reunion so successful. Thanks to you and Patty. Wayne
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KREMZIER, Rich, ex-ASA’er, Frederick, MD, rkremzier@comcast.net

Rich Kremzier displaying his Site locator to Lee Post, John Owen and Elder
Green in the hospitality room
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Rich took countless hours at the 2014 reunion explaining & showing what his Site Locator is
about to groups and then spent sit-down time with individuals to have them explore and locate
the ASA sites they know. He also took part in hospitality activities and heard a lot of war stories
that evening. His Site Locator is on the list of potential exhibits for inclusion in the new CCEI at
the NSA Museum. He enjoyed the reunion and says that he will be back in 2015.
I'd love to receive a copy of the pictures taken at the reunion. I know a lot were taken, taken by quite a
few different attendees; and I imagine there are too many in all for you to post them all in your DOOL
newsletter. Or maybe you have a Pictures section on DOOL that I don't recall – in which case I can
download them from there. Anyway … It was a pleasure and a joy to present and demonstrate my Site
Locator during your 2014 ASA Turkey Reunion. Your hospitality, everyone’s friendliness, and sharing
exploring the globe for “sites of interest”, all combined to make my experience at the reunion most
memorable, wholly appreciated, and very satisfying. Spending personal time with reunion attendees,
both at and away from the demo model, proved the most fun of all. I came away feeling that I have
made new friends, rather than just new acquaintances. Thank you for the opportunity to demo my Site
Locator and to enjoy meeting and getting know the gang.
Everyone can keep in touch with me and the progress on the Site Locator project, by contacting me at
SiteLocatorProject@comcast.net . And can acquaint themselves with my directly-related project, by
searching the web using the term “cdaa sites”, to find my collection of CDAA circular arrays.
Best regards to all, Rich Kremzier

LENZNER, Ronald M., E5, 05H, Det 4-4, 68-69, 307 Native Dancer Cir., Havre de
Grace, MD 21078, 443-502-2244, ronlenzner@gmail.com

Ronald M. Lenzner is Systems Engineer and Project Director with the National Security Agency
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directing operational Security Cyber Assistance Program. Mr. Lenzner holds a m in Management
Information Systems, earned a graduate certificate as an Information Systems Analyst, and was awarded
the title of Master Track Program. He is also an adjunct facility instructor with National Cryptologic
School for digital communications and has over 37 years with the Department of Defense.

Elder, Hi, As it stands now, I will come up for one day of the reunion and say hi, swap
lies, talk about red bellies, grate rubs, etc. I was one of the Det 4-4 "volunteers" that
took off for Phu bai in 69. I swear to this day - I thought it was supposed to have been
Udorn, Thailand! I've enjoyed the DOOL's over the years and was wondering if
anybody had heard from fellow volunteers Fred Ball or Cliff Myles? Elliot Reid another
volunteer, from what I'm able to gather died several years ago in Anchorage, Alaska
and was a retired fireman. In your opinion, what would be the best day to
attend?Thanks, Ron
Ronald (Ron) M. Lenzner, Deputy Director, NSA/IAD - National Security Cyber
Assistance Program, rmlenzn@nsa.gov
(301) 688-1445 Direct, (301) 688-1420 NSCAP

Front gate at Karamursel
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Ron and his stereo at 4-4
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Downtown Istanbul

The mythical PAN AM

Ron Lenzner preparing for inspection at De 4-4

Elder, It was nice meeting you and our fellow brothers in ASA alumnae! I'm looking
forward to attending in 2015 and seeing everyone again. Until then, thanks, and gule
gule, Ron
MOON, Jerry L., E5, 98C, Det 4-4, 4601 Schwerin Lake Dr., Corpus Christie, TX 76413,
361-877-9114, jerrymoon@mac.com
Hey Elder, Meant to write to you and tell you how much we enjoyed the North Myrtle
Beach reunion. Not going to be able to attend this year because of going to London in
November to celebrate my 70th birthday with my daughter who lives there. Her husband
is an MD who works for the Foreign Service and is assigned to our London Embassy as
the Regional Medical Officer. My wife and I had a great trip to Israel in April. I went
there in June 1968 with Ozzie Osborne from Karamursel. The country has changed
tremendously in the past 46 years. I've changed a bit myself during that time. We expect
to be attending all future reunions. Thanks for all your work! Jerry
OSSWALD, Buzz (Ozzie), YOB: 1943, E5, 98J, Det 4, FE64-JN65, (Norene), 28
Greendale, Rd., Hudson, NY 12534, 518-828-6492, buzzman66@hotmail.com
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Norene and Ozzie Osswald outside the Diener’s Restaurant in Lancaster
Elder and Patty........ I'm sure I echo everyone that attended our 2014 reunion in saying
what a super job you and Patty did. Also kudos to Luther and Edna for their
wonderful hospitality room. Everything was just perfect. Norene and I certainly greatly
enjoyed every single event. I know it takes a whole lot of effort to put on such an
event. Hats off also to Max (no pun intended) for hats and shirts, also to everyone else
who helped make this event so memorable ! Best regards to all, Buzz Osswald (Ozzie)
PLs put in the next DOOL.

PETERSON, Bambridge E., (Bam), E5, F&AO, Det 27, 955 Ash Ave., Barron, WI
54812, 715-637-0466, cell 224-234-8719, evansbep@chibardun.net
Hello Elder, Here are five pictures taken at the ASA Turkey reunion. Well I put on 2,360 miles
coming and going to York, PA. Yes I am in favor of the next ASA reunion in Milwaukee,
WI. Bam
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POST, Lloyd Lee, YOB: E3-E5. 98C20, Det 4-4, 70-71, (Sue), 133 Bryant Ave.,
Syracuse, NY 13204, 315-426-1849, cell 315-447-7992, lpostjr@twcny.rr.com , Ret
CW3

Sue and Lee Post at breakfast. They both enjoyed the reunion and vow that they will be
back in 2015 and just might host a future reunion in the Syracuse, NY area. I found
them in August 2014
Wayne Ervin, I will start on the names in the Order that Elder published in the DOOL. If
you, Walt, Elder, or anyone has additional names to search, they can send them to me. I
truly enjoyed the reunion, and hope I can help find more veterans from Turkey. KTF, Lee
Post
SLICKERS, Ky W, E3-E4, 98C20, Det 4-4, 70-71 (Susan), 15457 W. Gunsight Dr., Sun
City West, AZ 85375, 623-474-3010, susanky@copper.net
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Enjoyed the newsletter but I have a big concern on you folks sending out old copies of orders
that contain names and SSNs. You never know who might see that and what they may attempt
to do with it. So please do not continue that practice. Thanks, Ky Slickers
THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THAT I MADE THIS MISTAKE AND IT WILL NOT HAPPEN AGAIN- - -gH
WHITMAN, Ken, RA13735182, E3-E5-E4, 058, TK#4, Det 27, 62-64, (Judy), 35993 Dutch Dr.,
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971, 302-227-3643, seadeveil18@comcast.net
Elder, I am unhappy sending this e-mail. I have just received news that my presence is required
in Delaware, September 17-21. As the newly elected National Executive Committeeman for
Delaware American Legion, I will have to escort the National Vice Commander during his visit
on the dates shown. I will have to cancel my plans to attend our reunion in York. Judi and I
were really looking forward to attending this reunion. We both wish you and Patty a very
successful reunion. Please keep in touch and let us know about future plans for ASA Reunions.
Ken Whitman
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